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1: Specifications of PCs
CPU GPU Mem. OS
no. of cores no. of threads
PC1 intel i7-8700 (3.2 GHz)
6 cores 12 threads UHD 630 8 GB Windows 10 Pro.
PC2 intel i3-8100 (3.6 GHz)
4 cores 4 threads
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, OpenCL SVM 3 , 1) Coarse grain buffer, 2) Fine grain buffer, 3) Fine grain system
, PC1 PC2 OpenCL , SVM Fine grain buffer ,
, CPU GPU , hybrid
.
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2 .
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1: On-the-fly auto-tuning
PC , CPU for OpenMP , ,
, 12
. GPU OpenCL , SVM Fine grain buffer , GPU
CPU unified memory .
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on-the-fly , N CPU GPU
, , R .
1 ,
, AutoRatio . , N ×AutoRatio CPU GPU
t1 t2 , CPU GPU (= t3)
(R ) , R = t2/(t1 + t2) , CPU N × (1− 2×AutoRatio)×R ,
CPU N × (1−2×AutoRatio)× (1−R) , , hybrid . ,
t1 + t2 + t3 .
, AutoRatio , CPU GPU ,
R , , AutoRatio N × (1−2×AutoRatio)
, hybrid . ,
AutoRatio .
3.2 AutoRatio
2 AutoRatio 0.01 0.16 .
. , AutoRatio , R
, hybrid .
2: Auto tuning on i7-8700 (PC1)
0.01 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.16
pi 0.67 1.03 1.1 0.93 0.72
prime 1.7 1.96 1.68 2.84 1.9
matvec 1.05 1.05 1.14 1.15 1.13
matmul 1.116 1.34 1.53 1.68 1.91
PC1 AutoRatio , PC2 hybrid .
PC2 on-the-fly 3 .
3: Results of auto-tuning on i3-8100 (PC2)
pi prime matvec matmul
R speed-up R speed-up R speed-up R speed-up
Optimal 0.75 1.47 0.30 2.89 0.65 2.26 0.15 5.1
Auto-tuning 0.75 1.30 0.21 2.47 0.61 1.88 0.22 3.84
(matvec) , AutoRatio= 0.08 , R= 0.61 , ,
1.88 , (matmul) , AutoRatio = 0.16 , R = 0.22 ,
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, 3.84 . , (pi) , AutoRatio= 0.04 R= 0.75
, , 1.30 , (prime) , AutoRatio = 0.08
, R = 0.21 , , 2.47 .
, R ,
. ,
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2: Incremental auto-tuning
2 incremental . AutoRatio on-the-fly
, . , t1 CPU
, t2 GPU . , incremental ,
0.5% 1 , , 10%
. , CPU , GPU . , CPU 1
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4.2
4 , , 8×106 16×106 , hybrid CPU
R (CPU : GPU = R : 1−R) , CPU .
opt R hybrid , auto on-the-fly
, inc incremental .
4: Results of prime with incremental auto-tuning
size= 8×106 size= 16×106
R speedup R speedup
PC1 opt 0.35 2.22 0.35 1.91
auto 0.07 1.33 0.06 1.15
inc 0.52 1.39 0.25 1.53
PC2 opt 0.30 2.89 0.35 2.94
auto 0.21 2.47 0.17 2.31
inc 0.45 2.13 0.33 2.79
, , , , R
. PC1 , on-the-fly incremental
, 8 M (= 8×106) 16 M (= 16×106)
. , 16 M , incremental
R (= 0.25) , (= 0.35) . , PC2 , 8 M
, on-the-fly , incremental
, 16 M , , incremental R (= 0.33)
(= 0.35) , . ,
AutoRatio on-the-fly ,
incremental .
5 , PC1 (opt), on-the-fly (auto),
incremental (inc) . ,
2 . , (prime) , incremental




, on-the-fly , , R .
(matmul) (matvec) , on-the-fly
incremental . , 8 K (= 8×103)
, R on-the-fly (= 0.77) incremental (= 0.9)
(= 0.80) , on-the-fly .
, , incremental R . ,
4 K (= 4×103) , R 0.55 , incremental
R 0.58 . , AutoRatio ,
incremental .
5: Results of incremental auto-tuning on PC1
opt auto inc
size R speedup R speedup R speedup
pi 256×106 0.95 1.18 0.25 1.15 0.95 1.13
10×109 0.90 1.24 0.89 1.14 0.95 0.79
prime 8×106 0.35 2.22 0.07 1.33 0.52 1.39
16×106 0.35 1.91 0.06 1.15 0.25 1.53
matvec 8×103 0.80 1.78 0.77 1.22 0.95 0.99
16×103 0.80 1.54 0.67 1.13 0.95 1.13
matmul 4×103 0.55 1.43 0.45 1.44 0.58 1.06
8×103 0.60 1.21 0.51 1.25 0.46 0.98
, PC2 , incremental
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